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Docket ID: NRC-2012-0246-0001.

To the attention of Cindy Bladey, Chief. Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch - Office of
Administration. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Re: the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Waste Confidence Decision.

These comments are being submitted on Jan. 2, 2013, by Kay Drey -- 515 West Point Ave., St. Louis MO
63130.

Trying to.send comments to the NRC about a Waste Confidence Rule and Irradiated reactor fuel rods has been an
extremely frustrating challenge for me. I have so many pages of questions and facts I'd like to send your way
that I'm ending up sending you virtually none. But basically, I believe we already have more than enough shelter-
less radioactive waste. It's time to stop making It.

As you know, every nuclear power plant is radioactive -- not when it is first built, but once it has become
operable. Radioactive gases, particles, steam and liquids permeate the plant's porous concrete walls, floors
and ceilings, and its pipes and other components. Every plant's buildings, once abandoned, become
radioactive waste. The most worrisome of all the plant's wastes are the irradiated fuel rods.

The uranium in the fuel rods starts out as a radioactive problem even before the rods reach the. power plant---
that is, at the mines, mills, chemical conversion and enrichment plants, fuel fabrication plants, and along
transport routes in between.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners and staff have assured workers and downstream/downwind
neighbors of nuclear power plants that they need not worry. about nuclear power's radioactive wastes. But
some of us, as members of the public, do worry and are grateful for this opportunity to submit our concerns.

The world's first self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction, below the University of Chicago's football field, carried
us into the Atomic Age, on Dec. 2, 1942. Seventy years ago. But it was only a half-year ago, on June 8, 2012,
that the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit ordered the NRC, Under the National
Environmental Policy Act, to "assess the potential environmental effects" of the Commission's decision to
allow spent fuel to be stored at nuclear reactor sites "for at least sixty years beyond the licensed life of a
plant." (p.6 ). The Court also noted the significance of the NRC's failure to establish a geologic repository for
the permanent disposal of a reactor's spent nuclear fuel.

The following are some of my favorite, most reassuring sentences in the Court's 6/8/2012 opinion: "But we
are focused on the effects of a failure to secure permanent storage. The [Nuclear Regulatory] Commission
apparently has no long-term plan other than hopin for a geologic repository. If the government continues
to fail in its quest to establish one, then SNF [spent nuclear fuel] will seemingly be stored on site at nuclear
plants on a permanent basis. The Commission can and must assess the potential environmental effects of

such a failure.." (p. 13; emphases added.)

The NRC has persistently claimed that irradiated nuclear reactor fuel can be stored safely at reactor sites until
a permanent repository becomes available. I am afraid I have always lacked confidence in the NRC's
confidence that a waste disposal site could actually be located soon enough to be developed safely enough to
permanently isolate the nation's civilian irradiated reactor fuel. Or that a site could be located that would be
accessible enough for the wastes to be safely transported there, and yet also be inaccessible enough to ward
off the threat of terrorists while the fuel was being transported or when it was ultimately deposited. Does the
NRC staff truly believe it is possible for permanently toxic wastes to be kept isolated from the biosphere for the
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requisite millennia?

I believe the storage history of the irradiated fuel rods at the Callaway nuclear power plant, here in Missouri,
may be representative of the types of interim storage problems faced at other nuclear power plants. Because
of the lack of a permanent U.S. disposal site and, fortunately, no commercial fuel reprocessing, the Callaway
fuel rods continue to await shipment someday, somewhere for permanent disposal, That day may never
come. In the meantime, they remain dangerously packed into crowded, inadequately cooled spaces ---
including, I assume, in the Cask Loading Pit. I am attaching a copy of a sixLpage letter of questions that I
submitted to the NRC staff in 1999. I particularly remain concerned about Question 14.

I hope the NRC will carefully review the environmental risks of licensing potential, new nuclear power reactors
and of extending the license, durations of existing reactors - acknowledging that the Commission has failed to
secure and develop a site for the permanent disposal of any of the nation's civilian irradiated fuel rods.

Sincerely,

Kay Drey

Board member, BEYOND NUCLEAR- Takoma Park, MD.

Attachment: a 6-page letter about the Callaway Nuclear Plant's irradiated fuel storage. Feb. 16, 1999.
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Mrs. Leo Drey
515 West Paint Avenue

Unkivniy City, MO 63130

February 16, 1999

Mr. Mel Gray, Callaway Project Manager
Division of Reactor Projects'
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 Mail Stop: 13 E16

Dear Mr. Gray:

This letter is to submit concerns and questions about the rev.isions to the
technical specifications of: the Callaway nuclear power plant Operating
License, as requested by.Union Electric (ME), that would permit: (1) the
reracking of the.Spent Fuel Pool, and (2) the conversion of the Cask Loading
Pit into additiohal spent ifuel storage space -- resulting in -an increase in
capacity from 1344 irradiated fuel assemblies to 2642; or almost double the
number the pool was expected to hold afthe time the plant began operation, in
1984. Yes,. I realize this letter is being submitted, many months late.

Unfortunately, I know of bo citizen here in St. Louis, within the UE service
area, who had learned about.the. proposed reracking until a few weeks ago.
None of us knew that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had..published an
-original notice of the -requested Tech-Spec ch.anges, and on ly learned recently
of the publication of:.the.Envvironmental Assessment ind Finding of No
* Significant Impact 7-.in. the. January 15,:1999,.. ederal Register (Vol. 64, No.
.10, pp. 2687-8). Even.if a citizeriorganizat.ion would have"learned of the
.proposed changes as initiallynoticed, within thetime allotted for an

intervention, I know of no organization financially able or politically naive
enough to have sought to intervene..

To explain why I am concerned about this.requested operating license amend-.
ment, I would like to start by..quoting from:the NRC's Regulatory Guide 1.13,"Spent Fuel .Storage.facility Design Basis-" ReV.., 1lec. 1975. I-might add
that this descrip.tion was written when .the contemplated duration for pool
storage of the irradiated fuel rods was to have been only a year and a half

prior to shipping the fuel to a reprocessing plant for the removal of
:plutonium and not-yet-fissioned uranium (which then was to have been
'fabricated into new fuel rods).

Unless protective measures are taken,.loss of. water from a fuel
storage-pool could cause overheating of the spent fuel.and
resultant damage to.fuel cladding integrity and could result in
release of .radioatliveimaterials to the, environment. Natural
events, suth as earthquakes or high-wihds, .could damage- the fuel
pool either directly or by the generation of missiles. Earth-
quakes or.h'igh winds could also cause structures, cranes, etc., to

. fall Intothe-pool.' Designing the facility to withstand these



occurrences without significant loss of watertight integrity would
alleviate these concerns.

I am writing, even though belatedly, to submit some comments and rhetorical
questions about UE's request to increase the storage capacity of the spent
fuel pool -- just for the record. That is, I am'merely submitting these.questions, not seeking to burden you with a request for responses to them.:

I. At the time the NRC issued the Callaway construction permit -- on April
16, 1976 -- the spent fuel pool was designed to provide storage for one and
two-thirds cores (that is, 257 fuel assemblies, according to the NRC's Safety
Evaluation Report (SER)* Related to Construction of the Callaway Plant, August
1975, p. 9-2. It was expected that a third of the core would be replaced each
year; space.was made ava-ilable in the fuel pool for five refdYlings. The
irradiated fuel was to have been stored in the fuel pool for Only about a year
and a half,..after having.been removed from the reactor.vessel and replaced
with fresh fuel. The intent was that the Irradiated rads-were to have been
sent to a commercial plant for reprocessing, a stage in the uranium fuel cycle
that President Jimmy Carter banned i'n April 1977 because .of concerns that the
plutonium extracted from the rods would be vulnerable to diversion by
terrorists,: thereby. increasing the potehntial for nuclear weapons prolifer-
ation. (Furthermore, because reprocessing had been found to'be financially and
technologically Infeasible, and unsafe-for workers and the environment, no
operable reprocessing plant existed.at the time of President Carter's ban.)

Because.of the. reprocessing ban and the lack of a permanent deep geologic
repository for the irradiated rods, or evenan interim storage facility, at
the time theCallaway plant became commercially operable (in December 1984),
the fuel pool was racked to provide storage for.,3L44 assemblies (approxi-
mately 7 cores -- plus space for off-loading the 193-assembly fuel core from
the operating reactor):, according to the SER Related to the Operation of
Callaway Plant, October 1981, p. 9-2.

The current request for a Hicense amendment seeks an increase to Z
fuel assemblies, or racking for cores from the plant's full 40-year licensed
duration, ending in the year 2024 .-- plus space for a full-core discharge.

My first question: would it be ~ fir UE to.install dry storage casks
at the Callaway-plant than it would be to continue crowding fuel rods from an
additional 26 years (?) of future operation into the already risk-ridden fuel
pool? Although other licensees. have been given permisston in past years to
rerack their pools (some, more than once), and although the NRC's Environ-
mental Assessment in the Federal Reister concludes that reracking is "the
most cost-effective alternative," my question is whether reracking is the
5afest alternative.

2. Given the magnitude 0f the proposed. increase in the amount of fuel rods
(high-level radioactive 4aste) to be stored-in the aging. Callaway spent fuel
pool -- for an indefiniteýperiod -- would it be appropriate'for the NRC to
contract for an independent, on-site inspection of the current condition of
the pool structure, components and systems, prior to giving final approval to
an increase in its storage capacity? (Such an inspection could include the
condition of the piping, seals, gaskets, gate hardware, valves, hoses, etc.)
How recently has the monitoring equipment been inspected, for example, to



determine if it has been adequately maintained and is properly calibrated?

3. UE wants to rerack the pool to increase its capacity, but also wants to
convert-the Cask Loading Pit into additional racked storage space. The pit
was designed for loading fuel into casks for shipping or perhaps could have
been used for loading fuel into dry storage casks. (a) Although the Cask
Loading Pit apparently shares several walls with the Fuel Pool, were its other
walls also constructed of reinforced concrete, and is the entire pit area
lined with stainless steel, as required for the contiguous Spent Fuel Pool?
(b) Is the loading pit area currently Included in the Fuel Pool's cooling,
filtration, ventilation, and monitoring systems? (c) Would the pit area
structure and its components be accessible fdr periodic inspections? (d)
Would the NRC allow UE to use the Cask Loading Pit (with spaces for 279 fuel
assemblies, after its conversion) to store the full core's 193' thermally and
radioactively hot assemblies when they are o.f-loaded from te.reactor vessel
(during refueling or because of an accident)?

4. I understand the cask loading functions -ae to-be moved to the "Washdown
Pit Area." (a) Does the washdown pit area normally have water in It, deep
enough for cask loading and for shielding to protect the workers from the high
radiation fields? (b) To what locat-ion wililth'ewashdown function be moved?
5. It is my understanding the cask loading Bit was designed: to be used only
for occasional cask operations, rather. than for long-term storage. Various
questions come to mind: (a) Were the movable gates between the spent fuel
pool and the cask loading pit designed, MfabriCated and installed as safety-
related equipment (with'the same level. bf NRC:oversight as the fuel pool
itself); and were the pit's various pumnps.,p'ipes, heat exchangers, instruments
and systems also considered safety-related,-:- e.g., the electrical, monitor-
ing, draining, residual heat removal, filtration, and leak detection systems?

6. Has a nuclear criticality safety, anals.is been performed of the fuel pool
and cask loading pit area that incorporates the proposed expanded fuel storage
capacity and the changes in the geometric.configuration of the new rack
modules, as required by NRC Regulatory.Gu'ide.1.13, entitled "Spent Fuel
Storage Facility Design Basis"? (I bel.ieve the copy I have of the Proposed
Revision 2 of Reg-Guide 1.13, published for.comment in December 1981, is the
most recent version.) Did the NRC"'staff.deternine that the fuel pool struc-
ture and components would be capable 6ftwithstanding the increased neutron
radioactivity levels generated by the h~igher •density and volume of the fuel?

7. The NRC and its licensees have knownsihce' at least 1987.that boron, as a
neutron absorber, could wash or leach out ofthe Boraflex that had been
fabricated into many of the storage.racks-arrd that the Boraflex, bombarded by
gamma radiation and kept submerged in water, could shrink or otherwise degrade
(as discussed, for example, in NRC:Generic "Letter-96-04, of 6/26/96.) Because
supplementary boron is..particqj.rly e'sential..for criticality control, as a
substitute for water, ýin pools increasingly.crowded with more fuel and
therefore less water, it is. my understanding that UE is proposing to use the
more recently designed Boral racks instead of .Boraflex. (a) Has the vendor of
the Boral-design racks, prov-ided test results that .indicate the boron does not
leach out? (b) For how many'years, have t.he Boral-design racks been field-



tested? (c) Are these newer racks less prone to swelling over time?

8. Iritium (radioactive hydrogen) and noble gies will continue to diffuse
through the fuel rods' thin metal cladding -- 'only two-hundredths of an inch-
thick -- and will leak through clad defects, into the pool coolant and into
the Fuel Building's atmosphere for the duration of the fuel storage. Because
no economically feasible technology exists to filter these fission gases from
the liquid or vented gaseous releases to the environment, will UE be required
to add additional holdup tanks in the Fuel Building to provide the opportunity
for some of the shorter-lived gases to decay radioactively? How-many
additional curies of tritium and dissolved and entrained noble gases are
expected to be added to the fuel pool's coolant inventory as the result of the
pool's increased fuel load?

9. Recognizing that a loss of off-site power to the Callaway'plant could
occur as the result of natural causes or manmade ones (human or technological
error, including even the infamous Year-2000 computer phenomenon.), are the
electrical systems for the emergency cooling of the Fuel Pool hooked up to the
on-site emergency diesel generators on a continuous basis? If not, and the
manual engagement of power to the cooling system becomes necessary, are'the
manual controls located in an area thatwould remain accessible to the workers
even during a reactor accident and high levels of radiation?

10. Has an analysis of the seismic qualifications of the spent fuel pool been
prepared that reflects the doubling of the fuel pool's contents, and the
impacts this doubling could have on the criticality equations?

11. Does the NRC foresee problems with the decay heat removal system that may
be caused .by the following concurrent changes. in the reracked pool: greater
generation of decay heat and radioactivity from the proposed increase of.fuel
rods (from 1,344 fuel assemblies to 2,642 -- with 264 fuel rods per assembly
and about 250 uranium pellets per rod); the reduced volume of coolant because
of less space for water and a faster rate of evaporation; increased weight;
increased oxidation of the fuel cladding and potentially higher peak
temperatures in the cladding; and increased corrosion product buildup on the
fuel cladding, piping and components?

The following paragraphs from the NRC Information Notice 95-54, "Decay
Heat Management Practices during Refueling Outages" (12/1/95), highlight.the
necessity of ensuring adequate decay heat removal

The functional capability to protect irradiated fuel from damage
due to inadequate decay heat removal is an important safety
attribute. Maintaining spent fuel pool water temperature below
boiling temperature provides adequate cooling for stored
irradiated fuel. However, prolonged operation at elevated spent
fuel pool temperatzifes may impair the capability of the.
purification system to remove contaminants from the spent fuel
pool coolant and increase the rate of heat addition to the fuel
storage area atmosphere to a value above that assumed in the
ventilation system design. In addition, high spent fuel pool
temperatures may exceed the temperature used for thermal stress
computation in the structural analysis of the spent fuel pool
liner and the spent fuel pool structure itself.



Shutdown cooling systems, which are aligned to directly cool the
reactor vessel or reactor coolant system, are designed to remove
the residual and decay heat associated with the irradiated fuel in
the reactor vessel in order to bring the reactor coolant system to
the cold shutdown condition. Licensees typically have procedures
to maintain the removal of decay heat from the vessel at all times
while irradiated fuel is in the reactor vessel.

Similarly, systems are also installed in nuclear power plants to
remove from the spent fuel pool., decay heat generated by the
stored irradiated fuel. However, these spent fuel pool cooling
systems are designed with a lower heat removal capacity relative
to the shutdown cooling system based on the decrease in decay heat
generation within the irradiated fuel as the time after. reactor
shutdown increases. At some facilities, including most boiling
water reactors and somegpressurized water reactors, the.spent fuel
pool cooling system is not designed to remove the decay heat
associated with a full cgre immedlatelv after sh-utdown and still
maintain a bulk spent fuel pool temperature below design-basis
limits. However, these facilities are designed with backup spent
fuel pool cooling systems .f... .,(emphases added)

12. 1 assume that at the time the spent fuel pool was designed and approved
for construction, UE was required to provide a computer simulation of the
potential spent fuel heatug following the accidental leakage, draining or
boil-off of the coolant and the uncovering of the stored fuel. Has UE been
required subsequently to perform similar analyses of an accidental reduction
in the coolant inventory for the fuel pool after its proposed reracking -- and
especially during refueling outages, when an entire hot core is suddenly
offloaded into the reconfigured fuel pool?

13. Have the following relatively recent-changes in the Callawavyfuel
composition and aperating conditions already affected the decay heat load in
the fuel pool as currently configured: the use of uranium fuel enriched to 5
weight percent uranium-235, instead of the initial 3.5 weight percent
(resulting in a higher rate of fissioning); the use of higher-burnup fuel
(that is, fuel rods that fission in the reactor vessel for a longer duration);
and the operation of the reactor vessel at a higher power level?

14. 1 am interested in the potential impacts of the higher density storage on
the Zircaloy cladding of the irradiated fuel rods, particularly of those rods
that have been submerged in the pool for a decade or longer -- including
impacts on the Zircaloy both under normal ,and accident conditions. Could the
increased heat load and other changes cited above (in Question 13) cause
accelerated rates of oxidation and disintegration of the reactive zirconium
metal cladding? Is the NRC predicting an increased buildup-of zirconium
dioxide, a fasttf rate of hydrogen generation, and other conditions that could
lead to swelling or eved the rupture. of the thin cladding metal?

15. In order to ensure adequate spacing between the fuel assemblies, to
prevent a criticality accident, and to provide the requisite natural
convective cooling, the geometry of the pool components must be careful.ly
assessed -- for example, the size of the space remaining inside.the pool (at
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the edges and at the bottom level). Because the racking density could affect
the cladding temperature and other heatup characteristics of the stored fuel,
the proposed reracking will no doubt.generate increased concern about a
potential accident.- (a) What contingency plans have been designed in the
event.of leakage or the-accidental drainage of coolant from the fuel pool, or
other postulated accident conditions, including the loss of offsite power?(b)
Would adequate coolant be available from the reactor water makeup system or
other sources to keep the fuel rods covered, and thus prevent a meltdown?!

It should be apparent that I believe that spent fuel pools are dangerous
-- and that the more overcrowded they are, the more dangerous they become.

I would like to conclude with a simple, though basic observatIon: the longer
the Callaway plant operates, the greater will be its accumulation of radioac-
tive wastes -- fuel rods, saturated resins and filters, components and parts
and buildings. The NRC has allowed the plant to operate for over 14 years
even-though no permanent disposal site has been found for any of the wastes.

And with one final question: Have the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissioners
ever officially considered whether continu-ing to allow nuclear power plants
to operate -- with no permanent radioactive waste disposal facility developed,
or even sited -.- may indeed have a highly "significant effect on the quality
of the human environment"?

Sincerely,

Kay Drey

p.s. If the NRC staff has ever prepared a full environmental impact
statement (or programmatic EIS) on granting a licensee-permis-
sion ti increase the capacity of its spent fuel pool, I would
appreciate receiving a citation of the'document.

p.p.s. I am looking forward to reading a copy of the Brookhaven
report entitled "A Safety and Regulatory Assessment of Generic
BWR and PWR Permanently Shutdown Nuclear Power Plants,"
(NUREG/CR-6451, August 1997) concerning spent fuel pools --
which I will be receiving in a few days.

cc: - Dr. Shirley J~kkson, Chairmani U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

- Mr Charles W. Mueller, Chairman, President and Chief Executive
Officer, Ameren Corporation

- Outside Directors, Ameren Corporation.

- Mr. Stephen Mahfood, Director, Missouri Department of Natural
Resources


